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SIVULIRTIK  
AWARD:  
JOBIE  
KASUDLUAK 
QYC team is proud to announce the winner of the second Sivulirtik Award. 
It’s with great pleasure that we are honored to have Jobie Kasudluak  
from Inukjuak who became a positive role model for the region after 
spending years working with kids maintaining the local arena to running 
different hockey programs such as being the Local Hockey Trainer for  
the Nunavik Youth Hockey Development Program and being a manager  
for Nunavik Hockey School Program.

Jobie is a team player and works hard on what he believes in. We are 
positive that many look up to him and he has been a great impact on kids 
and youth in Nunavik. We believe that his dedication and work is bringing 
a brighter future for kids and youth in Nunavik.

The Sivulirtik Award is an honour offered yearly by QYC to acknowledge 
and recognize an individual in the region who cares and makes a difference 
for youth.
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MARY ARGUN
17 years old, from Salluit

What is your name and Where are you from? 
My name is Mary Argun and I am from Salluit.

Where do you work or study? 
I am currently in High School in Grade 11.

How do you get by challenges? 
I keep myself occupied on things I love doing, 
I sing, I sew, I sometimes meditate, but the main 
thing is my baby boy.

Have you ever volunteered? 
I have volunteered in Talent Shows teaching some 
kids to sing and learn a few instruments here and 
there, did a lot with the Junior Rangers, trained 
people for the weight loss challenge we had last 
year etc.

What is your biggest accomplishments? 
Pushing myself to my limits. Few years back 
I never intended to play a single sport. In 2017 
I realized that I should be active. I started working 
out training and then AWG Applications came 
around in our school. I applied for the Inuit Games 
for the fun of it, I never thought I’d get accepted, 
but I did. then I trained and trained for 5 hours 
a day. Anyhow long story short, we went to the 
northwest territories and I had won 2nd place in 
Armpull, I never been so proud of myself when 
I got my silver Ulu.

If you had a million dollars to create a youth 
project, what would it be? 
If I did ever have 1M I’d provide a building for youth 
to many hobbies, social skills, cultural education.

Any encouraging words you like to share with 
youth, quote, lyrics from a song? 
Always believe in yourself, you can do so many 
things you thought you could never do.

Which Elder inspires you and why? 
My Aanak, she was a very wise and spiritual 
woman, always positive and she was a survivor.  
My #1.

Do you have a friend, colleague or relative, aged from 15 to 35 years old, who inspires 
you by his/her achievements, outstanding support or community involvement? 
We’d like to give you the opportunity to nominate someone to be feature in our next 
issue. Email us at : communication@qarjuit.ca as soon as possible!

HELEN TOOKTOO
20 years old, from Umiujaq

What is your name and where do you come from? 
My name is Helen Tooktoo I’m from Umiujaq.

Where do you work or study? 
I will be studying in Kangirsujuaq for secondary 6 
after I study there I hope to go to college.

Have you ever volunteered? 
Sometimes volunteer when I have time when  
and when my community needs it.

What is your biggest accomplishments? 
My biggest accomplishment is finishing  
high school.

If you had a million dollars to create a youth 
project, what would it be? 
If had million dollars to create youth project 
it would be music program for youth. 

Any encouraging words you would like to share 
with youth, quote, lyrics from a song? 
“You are one of a kind and you have something 
great to offer” is my favourite quote.

Which elder inspires you and why? 
The elder that inspires me is my grandmother  
her name is Alacie Tooktoo. She has taught  
me so much and she is loving and kind.  
She would do anything to help people.

JONATHAN NASSAK
21 years old, from Kuujjuaq

What is your name and Where are you from? 
Hello, my name is Jonathan Nassak and I was born 
and raised in Kuujjuaq Quebec.

Where do you work or study? 
I am currently working at the Makitautik as a guard 
in Kangirsuk, and I am planning on applying  
for a spot in University as a mature student.

How do you get by challenges? 
I write what’s on my mind, I talk with my family 
members and close friends, talk to elders, go out 
on the land, I listen to music, be around babies 
(Nephews), drive around, observe myself, I cry 
when I can. I love challenges and I love myself.

Have you ever volunteered? 
I volunteered at school before.

What is your biggest accomplishments? 
My biggest accomplishment is graduation high 
school but my greatest one is overcoming suicide.

If you had a million dollars to create a youth 
project, what would it be? 
Project would be to build a football stadium  
for youth and I would build a nice studio for our 
youth also I would try to let our youth get a good 
taste of our Inuit culture such as hunting and 
telling stories with elders.

Any encouraging words you like to share with 
youth, quote, lyrics from a song? 
Every day is a new day to change for the better,  
for every dark night there’s a brighter day, there  
is light at the end of the tunnel.

Which Elder inspires you and why? 
Every Elder inspires me to live strong.

LOUISA GREY
30 years old, from Kuujjuaq

What is your name and where are you from? 
I’m Louisa Grey. I live in Aupaluk, originally 
from Kuujjuaq. 

Where do you work or study? 
I work for Airinuit Fulltime rotationally. On my time 
off I work for the Coop. I’m also on the council for 
the NV of Aupaluk, justice committee, education 
committee (KI). Also, the Chairwoman of NRBHSS. 

How do you get by Challenges? 
When I have a tough challenge I always think 
“positive things will follow after the storm” 
if I have to make hard choices, I always just do 
it and it’ll get everything out of the way to make 
room for growth and education, also if we make 
mistakes to learn from them and try to pass 
on the knowledge. 

Have you ever volunteered? 
I volunteer for Qarjuit Youth Council when they 
need me to. Also do a few projects proposals 
for different organizations / projects. 

What is your biggest accomplishments? 
My family has been my biggest accomplishment. 
Chasing after 5 small kids & a husband and doing 
all that I can for my community and the people 
who ask for help. Also, being a young chairman  
for health board is a huge accomplishment in  
my eyes. I work hard daily and always try to  
have a positive outlook in life. 

If you had a million dollars to create a youth 
project, what would it be? 
If I had a million dollars to give to youth if would 
be for art and creative writing. I believe art is  
a huge form for expression and youth need to 
let out everything these days we have too much 
sadness and despair and art is amazing it makes 
people feel different things. 

Art is music, painting, drawing creative writing, 
poems, photography, cooking. We all can let our 
feeling flow this way. That’s why I have so many 
paintings in my house also many pictures I take 
during the week (food, on the land, family). 

Any encouraging words you like to share with 
youth, quote, lyrics from a song? 
Quote: once you replace negative thoughts 
with positive ones, you’ll have positive results. 
The mind is powerful, filling it constantly with 
negativity will stress you. Stay positive. 

Which elder inspires you and why? 
Elders: My Grandparents. Being adopted  
I had a lot of grandparents who loved  
me unconditionally. I thank every elder  
I’ve met in my life time because they’ve  
shown and guided me and helped  
me get to where I am today.

ABOUT US
Launched in September 2015, Qarjuit Youth Council 
is an ethnic, non-for-profit organization which 
represents Inuit youth of Nunavik and Chisasibi from 
the ages of 15 to 35. We exist to empower Inuit youth 
by providing them with exposure opportunities and 
giving them the voice they deserve in the modern 
society we currently live in.

This quarterly newspaper aims to feature  
a wide range of inspiring projects, opportunities, 
training, community role models and the voices 
of young leaders from the local, regional, national 
and international levels. By working with all 
organizations that develop positive actions for  
the youth, this tool is a great reference for everyone 
to acknowledge.

A CUP OF  
TEA WITH  
RITA NOVALINGA
What inspired you to get involved in your 
community and the region?

I have always been inspired to help our elders 
understand what is happening around them.  
Both my parents were unilingual and I wanted  
them to understand what is going on that’s how  
I got involved by interpreting and translating and 
learned what is going on in Nunavik.

Being an interpreter at a young age made me want 
to help Inuit.

What do you value the most in our culture?

Everything. Everything is interactive, the Inuit, kinship, 
the language, the culture, the heritage, the land,  
the weather. The Inuit are the most important. We are 
very unique in the world. If you go outside Canada,  
the world is impressed with us. We are the only people 
in the world who can actually survive in the cold,  
the north, the ice, the snow.

Never underestimate yourself, you already 
know double, when you work in an Inuk world. 
The Qallunaaq and Inuk world. That means you are 
already ahead even when you don’t think you do.

What is an inspirational quote you live by?

“Do it right the first time.” That’s my quote. I have 
seen too many things that were not done properly so 
it required more work, more money, more efforts etc. 
So “let’s do it right the first time” this is my quote.

Do you have a special coping mechanism when you 
face challenges in your life?

Yes, I talk to an elder and I talk to God, they have seen 
it all, know it all, they don’t judge and they listen. 
Just empty your heart to them and they will just 
listen. Often it is the cure to get well and stay healthy.” 
And never ever judge anyone and please give people 
second and third chances. Remember don’t sit on 
God’s throne, He is the only ultimate judge.

If you could give one advice to each youth of the 
region, what would you say?

We all have good and bad days but every morning we 
wake up to a new day, it’s a day to start over again, 
to start fresh, use it as it is. Nothing is ever permanent 
so let’s take advantage of that and change if we need 
to. I have and I embrace change, if it is change for 
the better. It’s good for us.

SP    TLIGHT  
ON INSPIRING 
YOUTH

mailto:communication@qarjuit.ca
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AMIRAIJAUT
SEPTEMBER
Amiraijaut: Tuktuit amingit 
natjungillu Amiraijartut, 
nutausilinialirami tamaani 
tarqimit.

Shedding of the fur and skin  
of antlers of Caribou, which 
renews this time of year.

ARNALINGUUTIVIK
OCTOBER
Arnalinguutivik: Tuktuit nuliusuut 
tamaani tarqimi, angutiit amisut arnamik 
taatsumingatsainaq pitaarumajut 
natjumigautisuut ukiatsamik. Angutiillu Niqinga 
mamaillisuut.

The mating season of the Caribou, the male caribou 
fight for the same female caribou. The taste of males 
meat is unfavorable during this month, as their 
hormones are high.

TUVAIJAARUUT
JULY
Tuvaijaaruut: Tuvairtuq. 

Sea ice is breaking up resulting  
in open water.

AVUNNITI
FEBRUARY
Avunniti: Ukjuit Auguirtuq, “Natsiit Ukjuilu 
piarartanginnut inuungitunut inuuliarvik”

Bearded seals often experiencing Miscarriages.

TIRILLULIUT 
(TIRILLULIUTI)
APRIL
Tirilluliut: Tirilluit  
Inuulirpuq. 

Birth of bearded seals.

NAGJUIJARVIK
NOVEMBER
Nagjuijarvik: Tuktuit Nagjungit  
piirmata nagjuqarunnaituq  
piirvisangit naammasimmata 
nagjuiruppamata tuktuit

Caribou Antlers fall off from  
their heads as the time has  
come and will be replaced  
by growing back.

NURRALIUT 
(NURRALIUTI)
MAY
Nurraliut: Nurrait inuulirpuq. 

Caribou Calves are born.

MANNILIUT  
(MANNILIUTI)
JUNE
Manniliut: Timmiat amisut manniliuttut (Tulugak kisiani 
Manniliunnami manniliusuungungituq, manniligiisuut 
Upirngasamit)

Various birds are laying eggs (The raven lays eggs  
months earlier than the other birds).

AUJALIRUT 
(AUJALIRUUTI)
AUGUST
Aujalirut: Final month of Summer  
in Nunavik, often the blooming  
of the berries.

AAGJULIUT
DECEMBER
Aagjuliut: Tarqiq ukiumi ullukittilugu aagjuliup 
nangartirutiup tiisimpiriup tarqingani 
nuisuujummaniit ullaasakkut taikkua ulluriak 
marruuk tainna tarqiq nalunaikkutaqalaqijuq 
aagjuliutimik. Nangatirut

Two Early morning stars appear near the moon 
before sunrise, amidst short day time.

NALIRQAITUQ
JANUARY
Nalirqaituq: “Itjilirnigiigugami taijaq  
taanna tarqiq tarqilimaani”

The coldest weather of the year,  
literal meaning “Nobody is able  
to compete with the cold”

NATSIALIUT 
(NATSIALIUTI)
MARCH
Natsialiut: Natsiataasuungummat 
pigulangajunik.

Emergence of ringed-seal  
pups that will grow. 

TARQIIT  
TAIJAU- 
GUSINGIT 
The Meaning of the Months of the year

Historically, Inuit did not write down what they’ve identified 
and conversed about. Everything was known only orally and 
in ways of storytelling through many generations. Inuit were 
able to know what season they were in and had a general  
idea of months even without calendars. 

How great of a memory do Inuit have? Being able to 
memorize many spoken words and changing of seasons, 
animals migrating and their lifestyles just by inspecting  
the land and animals. Inuit identified the “Months” of the  
year using what they see, ate and prepared for. Here are  
the general terms identified by Nunavimmiut.
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INUIT  
GAMES 
SUPER  
STAR
 Deseray Cumberbatch

“With great joy and love for the sport, I am humbled and proud that Inuit Games 
have entered my life” “I held a world record in triple jump at 25 feet and 11 inches”

Deseray Cumberbatch is a young lady from a small 
town Inukjuak, Nunavik, she grew up with her 
mother in Inukjuak, and her father that comes 
from the Caribbean. Deseray is an Arctic sports 
champion in Inuit games. For over fourteen 
years of playing artic sports, she has earned 
about 40 medals at the Arctic Winter Games 
that takes place in different regions every two 
years. Deseray Cumberbatch also just recently 
graduated from Dawson college in Recreation 
and Leadership Training.  

There are hundreds of traditional games that were 
made up by the Inuit as a way of survival used 
as social games and as a competition to see who 
was the strongest. The one-foot-high kick is one  
of the indoor games that were traditionally played 
during the winter months, especially when several 
groups met during the dark and short days of the 
year. It is considered to be one of the most difficult 
games of the Inuit Traditional Games. A target, 
usually a seal skin ball is set at height, the athlete 
can take a running start or take off on both feet, 
while in the air, the athlete must attempt to kick  
or touch the target with one foot and land  
on the same foot they kicked with. This Inuit game 
requires strength, flexibility and body control. 
The Two-Foot High Kick is similar to One-Foot High 
Kick except it is considered to be more difficult 
to keep proper balance while in the air and more 
demanding on the body. The two-foot-high kick 
was made up by the Alaskan people. 

The Arctic Winter Games (AWG) started in 1967 
in Yellowknife, Northwest territories, as a way 
for circumpolar athletes to compete in sports 
while also preserving traditional games and 
cultural activities. It is a unique mix of Inuit and 
Danish culture made for an interesting experience 
for many participants, who largely are from North 
America regions like Nunavik, Nunavut, North  
West Territories, Yukon, Alaska, Greenland  
and parts of Russia. 

Here I had the chance to sit with Nunavik’s top 
athlete; Deseray Cumberbatch from Inukjuak.

When and how did you started playing 
Arctic sports?

Deseray: I started Inuit Games when I was 14 years 
old. My first competition was in Kuujjuaraapik 
during the 2005 Eastern Arctic Summer Games, 
it was a life changing for me. I had very low 
self-esteem at the time, but once people start 
complimenting my skills in sports, I started  
to feel confident and that is when I explored other 
activities in Inuit Games and team sports. At a 
young age, I excelled in high kicks, which allowed 
me to travel to Arctic Winter Games (AWG). So far 
I have attended AWG 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, 
and 2016. 

What is your personal record in one-foot-high kick?

Deseray: My personal record in one-foot-high kick 
is 7 feet 6 inches. I held a world record in triple 
jump at 25 feet and 11 inches, but my peer  
from Yukon had broken it to 28 feet 5 inches  
at the following games in Whitehorse in 2012.

Which Arctic sport is your favorite, and your least 
favorite sport?

Deseray: My favorite game at the moment  
is one-foot-high kick and two-foot-high kick.  
Over time, my favorites change depending what 
year and who I am playing with. It’s the friends I 
make that counts through Inuit games, not that 
game itself. I get to experience and share my 
skills with my peers who I meet on the Inuit Games 
gym floor. That is my true environment. My least 
favorite would be Alaskan high kick. I remember 
when I first started the game but feeling of fear;  
of hurting my head or my shoulders stuck  
an image in my head for a long time. As of now, 
and especially when I have the ability to change 
my thoughts on Alaskan high kick, I feel that I can 
replace my fear into optimism. That could lead 
to my top favorite game, I have h ope for the future 
with passion.

How many medals have you earned since you 
started playing arctic sports?

From Arctic Winter Games, I have earned about  
40 medals. Over the 14 years since I started 
playing, I never really pay attention to my medals. 
I also realized that I haven’t really taken much time 
to count how many Fair Play pins I have accepted 
from different teams. Fair Play pins symbolize 
sportsmanship, when an athlete shares and gives 
advice to her opponent, the participant receives 
the pin to show respect and for being modest. 
I have earned 4 so far.

With great joy and love for the sport, I am humbled 
and proud that Inuit Games have entered my life; 
that I have allowed it to my heart. The greatest 
appreciation I can give is to the people who have 
supported me. First off, Rita Ningiuk from my 
elementary school, who first saw my potential in 
the sports world. I thank her for encouraging me 
to  play sports when I was 13, going on 14.

From a small town, Inukjuak, Nunavik, I truly 
believe that sports have a big part of my life  
and all the friends I have met, I’m grateful.

Deseray does not only play Inuit Games for herself, 
she is also a gym teacher at Nunavik Sivunitsavut 
and teaches the Inuit game skills and the 
meanings to it. She also teaches children  
in her community Inukjuak and train them. 

Deseray has a mind set to continue being  
an athlete in the traditional sports. Inuit Games 
has touched her heart and will continue to share 
her knowledge. Even though her physical body 
may decrease in a sense of skills as she gets older, 
but she has the desire to teach and be involved 
in the sport. Inuit Games well always be  
in Deseray’s heart. 

STEPHANIE  
KASUDLUAK
Author

STUDENTS CAPTURE 

THE BEAUTY OF THEIR 
LAND AND CULTURE

A project funded by the Local Youth Action Funding in 2017.

For the past three years, Jaanimmarik School  
in Kuujjuaq offers a photography option class  
to its secondary students. In this weekly class, 
the students learn to use a professional 
camera and take pictures of their 
surroundings in a new and meaningful way. 
We take a small bus or our skidoos to find 
unique places and elements of the Inuit 
culture to capture. The students brave the 
weather all year long to get the best shots. 
It’s not always easy, but it’s always rewarding! 

Towards the end of the school year, 
our young photographers have the chance 
to embark on a new adventure and go to one 
of Nunavik’s parks with their classmates.

In the spring of 2019, we visited Pingualuit 
Park. This trip was filled with laughter, 
kindness, beautiful weather and lots  
and lots of fish! We particularly had fun 
taking night pictures. The students were 
lucky to have beautiful northern lights  
to photograph. Shortly after the trip, the class 
had an exhibition to share their work with  
the community. 

Qarjuit has helped us over the years to fund 
for our outings and we are very grateful 
for their help. From all of us, THANK YOU!

FLORENCE BOULET
Author

HANNAH’S 
JOURNEY  
ACROSS 
CANADA
Hannah Tooktoo is a young Inuk, artist from 
Kuujjuaq, QC. She is a mother of a three year old, 
Ariya. Hannah is a graduate of Nunavik Sivunitsavut, 
and is currently enrolled in the Visual Arts program 
in Dawson College. She has been affected by 
the suicide epidemic in her region and recognizes 
the need for more attention, services and support 
in our Inuit and Indigenous communities. She has 
written a poem which addressed the deep impact 
of suicide. The poem is called Suicide and is posted 
on her (Facebook) page (Hannah’s journey across 
Canada). She plans to bike across Canada to 
raise awareness of the suicide epidemic in Inuit 
and Indigenous communities. The trip will start 
in Victoria, BC on June 16th. She chose to start 
her»journey in the mountains because she believes 
that in order to reach smoother roads, one must 
work hard in the beginning. Her main message she 
wants to spread is: Anirnimi Kipisina- Do not cut 
your life short. Hannah will be posting her journey 
throughout her trip, posting updates on her page  
of her challenges and progress. She also plans  
to pass through Indigenous communities to 
exchange experiences of how suicide has affected 
them as well as brainstorm on ways towards 
healing. She is raising money through her page and 
GoFundMe Hannah’s Journey Across Canada.

We wish you the best of luck Hannah!

If you too want to participate in other  
fabulous adventures with Qarjuit team, 
email us at youth@qarjuit.ca. Listen  
to FM and follow our Facebook page  
for more youth opportunities!

Bridget Peters-Watt

Eliana Aitchison

Florence Boulet

Florence Boulet Velesie Gordon

Shirley-Ann Ekomiak

Nadia Parsons

Sarah KudlukSherry-Ann Makiuk

mailto:youth@qarjuit.ca


#ᐅᐱᒋᔭᑦᓴᐅᖃᑕᐅᒋᑦ
ᒫᑦᓯ 2019-ᒥ, ᖃᕐᔪᐃᑦ ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑐᐃᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏᑦ 
ᓯᕗᓪᓕᐹᑦᓯᐊᒥᒃ ᐊᑑᑎᑎᑦᓯᓚᐅᔪᕗᑦ ᐅᐱᒋᔭᑦᓴᓯᐅᕐᓂᒥᒃ 
! ᑐᕌᒐᖃᕈᑕᐅᑎᓪᓗᒍ ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑐᐃᑦ ᐊᑐᓂ-
ᓇᓗᓀᕐᓯᖃᑦᑕᓂᐊᕐᑎᓗᒋᑦ ᐱᔭᕆᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔭᒥᓂᒃ ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ 
ᐊᓯᒥᑕᓗ ᐱᔭᕆᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔭᖏᓐᓂᒃ ᒥᑭᔪᐊᐱᐅᒐᓗᐊᕐᐸᑦ 
ᐅᐱᒋᔭᑦᓴᐅᒍᑎᐅᔪᖅ ᐱᔭᕆᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔭᕐᓗ ᐅᐱᓐᓇᑑᒻᒪᑦ ! 
ᖃᕐᔪᐃᑦ ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑐᐃᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏᑦ 
ᑐᓴᕐᑎᓯᖃᑎᒌᓚᐅᔪᕗᑦ ᓄᓇᕕᒻᒥᐅᑦ ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑐᐃᑦ 
ᐅᐱᒋᑦᓱᒋᑦ ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕐᓯᒪᔭᖏᓐᓂᒃ ᐊᑐᐊᕋᑦᓴᓂᓪᓗ 
ᑫᓪᓚᑐᐃᒋᐊᕈᑎᑦᓴᓂᒃ ᑐᓴᕐᑎᓯᖃᑎᒌᑦᓱᑎᒃ ᐱᒻᒪᕆᐅᑉᐸᑦ 
ᐱᒻᒪᕆᐅᖕᖏᑲᓗᐊᕐᐸᑦ ᐱᔭᕆᔭᐅᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔪᖅ 
ᐅᐱᒋᔭᐅᑦᓱᓂ ᐃᓄᓐᓄᑦ. ᖃᕆᑕᐅᔭᒃᑯᑦ ᑐᓴᕋᑦᓴᖃᕐᕕᑎᓐᓄᑦ 
ᐊᓪᓚᒍᓐᓇᖃᑦᑕᓚᐅᔪᕗᑦ ᓱᓇᑐᐃᓐᓇᒥᒃ 
ᐱᔭᕆᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔭᒥᓂᒃ ᐊᓪᓚᒍᑎᖃᕐᓗᑎᒃ ᐅᕝᕙᓘᓐᓃᑦ 
ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑑᑉ ᖃᐅᔨᒪᔭᒥᑕ ᐱᔭᕆᒍᓐᓇᓯᓯᒪᔭᖓᓂᒃ 
ᐊᓪᓚᒍᑎᖃᕐᓗᑎᒃ. ᐃᓚᐅᔪᓕᒫᑦ ᐁᑦᑐᑕᐅᓚᐅᔪᕗᑦ 
«ᐅᐱᒋᔭᑦᓴᐅᒋᑦ» -ᓚᔪᕐᑕᓕᒻᒥᒃ ᐲᕈᑎᖃᐅᑎᒥᒃ 
(ᐸᓓᕈᑎᖃᐅᑎᒥᒃ) ᐊᓪᓚᕕᐅᑦᔪᓯᐊᖏᓐᓂᒃ ᐅᐱᒋᔭᐅᓂᕐᒧᑦ 
ᐁᑦᑐᑕᐅᔫᑉ ᐃᓚᖃᕐᑎᓗᒍ ! ᐊᓕᐊᒐᓱᐊᒻᒪᕆᓚᐅᔪᕗᒍᑦ 
ᐱᒍᓐᓇᓯᔭᐅᓯᒪᔪᓂᒃ ᑐᓴᕐᑎᑕᐅᒍᑎᑦᑎᓂᒃ 
ᓄᓇᕕᒻᒥ ᐱᑦᓯᐊᑐᓂᒃ ᐱᓂᐊᕐᓂᖃᕐᓯᒪᔪᓂᒃ 
ᐅᐱᒋᒍᒪᑦᓯᐊᓚᐅᔪᒐᑦᑎᒋᑦ ! ᑕᑲᒃᑯᐊᑕᒐ ᐃᓓᓐᓇᖏᑦ 
ᑐᓴᕐᑎᓯᒍᑎᒋᓚᖓᔭᕗᑦ ᐃᓕᑦᓯᓂᒃ !   

«ᓴᕕᕋᔭᕐᓂᒃ ᓂᐱᑎᕆᒋᐅᕐᓴᖃᒻᒥᐅᕗᖓ. 
ᑲᑎᕕᒃ ᐃᓕᓴᕐᓂᓕᕆᓂᒃᑯᑦ ᓇᑯᕐᒦᑕᒃᑲ 
ᐃᓕᓴᕋᑦᓴᖃᕐᑎᓯᕙᒻᒪᑕ ᓄᓇᕕᓕᒫᒥ !»
ᑖᒥ ᓴᓪᓗᐊᓗᒃ

«ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᑐᐸᑦᓯᐊᐸᒃᑲᒪ 
ᐅᓪᓗᑕᒫᑦ ᐱᓇᓱᒋᐊᕐᑐᓯᐊᓚᖓᑦᓱᖓ 
ᓂᕿᓯᒍᑎᑦᓴᑖᕆᐊᖃᕋᒪ ᒪᕐᕉᓂᒃ 
ᕿᑐᖕᖔᐲᒃᑲᓂᒃ.»
ᐃᓕᓴᐱ ᐹᑦᓚᔮᑦ

«ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᒪᙯᒍᓐᓇᕋᒪ ᐃᓚᒃᑲ 
ᓂᕿᑦᓴᓯᐅᕈᑦᔨᓗᒋᑦ ᐆᒪᔪᕋᑖᕐᑕᑲᓂᒃ 
ᓂᕆᔭᑦᓴᖃᕐᓂᐊᒪᑕ, ᓂᕐᓯᐅᕈᑦᔨᒋᐊᒥᒃ 
ᓇᓪᓕᒋᔭᒃᑲᓂᒃ ᐊᓕᐊᒋᔭᖃᕆᐊᓪᓚᒥᑦᓱᖓ.»
ᐊᓖᓇ ᓯᑏᕙᓐᓴᓐ

«ᐊᓈᓇᐅᑦᓯᐊᑐᖅ!»
ᒪᓄᒥ ᑫᓐ ᐅᖃᕐᑕᖏᑦ ᒥᐊᔨ ᕿᑎᕐᒥᒃ ᓚᑦᓱᓂ

«ᓂᐸᖃᕐᑎᓯᕙᑦᑐᖅ ᓄᓇᓕᒻᒥᐅᓂᒃ 
ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑐᐃᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏᓐᓄᑦ 
ᑲᑎᒪᔨᐅᖃᑕᐅᑦᓱᓂ.»
ᐄᕙᐅᑉ ᐅᖃᕐᑕᖏᑦ ᑲᔅᑏᓇ ᓴᕕᐊᕐᔪᒥᒃ ᓚᑦᓱᓂ

«ᐃᒥᐊᓗᖃᑦᑕᕈᓐᓀᓯᒪᓂᖅ. [...] ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ 
ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ ᐃᒥᐊᓗᓲᒍᒍᓐᓀᓂᐊᕐᑐᕆᓯᒪᖕᖏᓇᒪ 
ᐃᒻᒥᓂᕿᓗᖓ.»
ᓯᓰᓕᐊ

«ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ ᐊᓯᓐᓂᒃ 
ᐃᑲᔪᕐᑕᐅᒋᐊᓕᓐᓂᒃ ᐃᑲᔪᕈᓐᓇᑲᒪ, 
ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ ᐃᓕᓴᕐᓂᒥᒃ 
ᑲᔪᓯᓯᒪᒐᒪ, ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ 
ᐃᓅᒋᐊᒥᒃ.»
ᑏᕕᒫᓯᐅ ᕿᓰᖅ

«ᑭᐊᕆ ᐅᕕᒐᕐᑑᓱᓂ, 
ᐃᑦᔭᕋᑦᓴᓯᐊᓪᓚᕆᐅᑦᓱᓂᓗ 
ᐱᐅᓯᕐᒥᒍᑦ ᓇᓗᕐᖁᑎᒐᓂᓗ ᐃᓅᔪᖅ. 
ᐃᓕᓴᑦᓯᐊᕋᓱᐊᒻᒪᕆᑦᓱᓂ ᐱᒐᓱᐊᒻᒪᕆᓲᒍᑦᓱᓂᓗ 
ᐊᓯᖏᓐᓂᒃ ᐊᑐᐃᓐᓇᕈᕐᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᓂᒃ 
ᓱᒐᑦᓴᖃᕐᑎᓯᒍᑎᓄᑦ ᐃᓚᐅᓕᕋᒥ [...]»
ᐅᔮᐱ ᓂᖏᐅᕈᕕᐅᑉ ᐅᖃᕐᑕᖏᑦ ᑭᐊᕆ 
ᓂᖏᐅᕈᕕᒻᒥᒃ ᓚᑦᓱᓂ

«[...] ᐊᕙᑎᓄᑦ ᐃᓕᓵᒍᓛᕐᑐᓄᑦ ᐃᓚᐅᔪᕕᓂᖅ, 
ᑲᓇᑕᓕᒫᒥᑦ ᐱᓯᒪᑦᓱᑎᒃ ᐃᓕᓵᒍᖃᑕᐅᓛᕐᑐᓄᑦ 
ᑐᕆᐊᓐ ᐃᓕᓐᓂᐊᕕᕐᔪᐊᒥ ᐃᓕᓴᓛᕐᑐᓄᑦ 
(forensic science). ᐃᑦᔭᕋᑦᓴᓯᐊᖅ 
ᐃᓅᓱᑦᑐᓄᑦ ᓂᕕᐊᕐᓯᐊᓄᑦ ᐃᓕᓴᕐᓂᒥᓂᒃ 
ᑲᔪᓯᒍᒪᔪᓄᑦ. ᑐᐹᑭᑦᓲᒍᖕᖏᑐᖅ 
ᖃᓄᐃᖕᖏᑐᑦᓯᐊᒍᒐᓱᐊᕐᓱᓂᓗ, ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ 
ᑲᒪᑦᓯᐊᓱᓂ. ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑦᓱᓂᓗ ᐃᓅᒋᐊᒥᒃ 
ᓇᒻᒥᓂᓪᓚᕆᐊᓗᕗᑦ. [...] ᖃᐅᔨᒍᑎᕗᑦ 
ᑲᔪᓯᑦᓯᐊᕈᓐᓇᓂᑦᑎᓂᒃ ᐱᒐᓱᐊᕐᑕᑎᓐᓂᒃ !»
ᔩᓂ ᓇᔪᒻᒥᐊᓘᑉ ᐅᖃᕐᑕᖏᑦ ᓯᑏᓯ ᖃᓴᓪᓗᐊ ᒧᕉᒥᒃ 
ᓚᑦᓱᓂ

«ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑉᐳᖓ ᐅᓪᓗᒥ ᐃᓅᒐᒪ, 
ᐊᑑᑎᖃᑦᑕᓯᒪᒐᒪ ᐅᖃᕐᓴᐅᖏᑦᑐᓂᒃ, 
ᓱᓕᓗ ᐱᒐᓱᐊᒻᒪᕆᓐᓇᑐᒃᑰᖃᑦᑕᕋᓗᐊᕐᓱᖓ 
ᓯᕗᓂᑦᓴᕆᒍᒪᔭᕐᓄᑦ 
ᑎᑭᐅᑎᒐᓱᐊᕈᓐᓀᒍᑎᒋᓚᖓᖕᖏᑕᕋ 
ᐱᒐᓱᐊᒻᒪᕆᓐᓇᑐᒃᑰᓂᕋ, ᓴᐱᕐᕆᐊᓯᒪᖕᖏᑐᖓ 
ᓴᐱᕐᕆᐊᓚᖓᓇᖓᓗ.»
ᐄᒪ ᒪᓂᖅ
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#BETHESPARKCHALLENGE
In March 2019, QYC held the first be the Spark 
Challenge! The goal was for Youth to self-identify 
accomplishments for themselves and others 
and show that even the smallest gesture and 
accomplishment counts when it makes you proud!

QYC shared accomplishments of Youth in Nunavik 
and motivational publications about large or small 
accomplishments that make people proud. People 
were invited to go on our Website to fill out a short 
and easy form highlighting their accomplishment 
OR a Youth they know. Every participant received 
a ‘’Be the Spark’’ key chain with personalized 
congratulations Letter! We were so very excited 
to receive these accomplishments reflecting  
the good things happening in Nunavik and were 
happy to shine a spotlight on them! We are  
so happy to share few of them with you!

‘’I have recently learned how to weld 
metals. I thank Kativik Ilisarniliriniq 
from offering the courses all over 
Nunavik!’’
Tommy Sallualuk

‘’I’m very proud to accomplish that 
I wake up every day without any 
hesitation to go to work for me  
to feed my two very young kids.’’
Elisapi Padlayat

‘’I’m proud of my ability to hunt 
and provide fresh food to my family, 
I especially love cooking for those 
I love.”
Alena Stevenson

‘’She is a very good mother!’’
Manumie Cain about Mary Kritik

‘’She has been the voice of our 
community as Youth Committee.’’
Eva about Christina Saviadjuk

‘’Sobriety. […] I’m so proud of myself 
because I never thought I would  
be able to get sober on my own.’’
Cecilia

‘’I was so proud of myself for being 
able to help other people that is in 
needed help, I am proud of myself  
for continuing in school, I am proud  
to be Inuk.’’
Tiivimasiu Qisiiq

‘’Gary is a good example of a young 
active, positive person. He works hard 
in school and works hard in other 
organized activities […]’’
Robbie Ningiuruvik about Gary Ningiuruvik

‘’[...] She was one of the 20 students, 
nation-wide to be accepted at Trent 
University for that program (forensic 
science). She is an amazing role model 
for our young girls who want to be 
academics. She doesn’t smoke and is 
very health aware, looks after herself. 
She is a proud young Inuk and she is one 
of our very own. […] She shows us 
that we can go all the way!’’
Jeannie Nayoumealuk about  
Stacey Kasudluak Moreau

 ‘’I am proud of myself simply because 
I live today, I have been through 
unspeakable things, I continue to face 
challenges but it does not stop me 
from chasing my dreams, I have not 
given up and I don’t plan to.’’
Emma Munick
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